ABSTRACT: This article explores current salary levels and some other related questions using public recruitment data from the CharityJobs website. According to CharityJob, the site is the United Kingdom's busiest one for charity, fundraising, NGO and not for profit jobs. Data collection took place between 4 September and 20 November 2016 with some basic techniques of web scraping (web harvesting or web data extraction), which is a computer software technique of extracting information from websites. All the process is documented at: https://rpubs.com/EduardoWF/charityjobs. The source code in RMarkdown is available for download following GNU General Public License. Everything was prepared with the opensource and freely-accesible statistical computing software R (R version 3.2.0 -http://cran.rproject.org/) and the IDE RStudio (Version 0.99.441 -http://www.rstudio.com/). In addition to presenting these powerful tools and data-exploring techniques, I hope that this article can help the public, specially applicants and workers in civil-society organisations to get an update on salaries and trends in the sector. The jobs analysed here are mostly UK-based ones and published by UK-based organisations. Therefore, the results are not meant to represent the entire sector worldwide. I still hope though that this analysis can provide some positive contribuition to the evolution of work of civil-society organisation in both the southern and the northern hemispheres. This post is based on public data, is my sole responsibility and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of CharityJobs' staff. 
INTRODUCTION
Increasing computing power of personal devices as well as open-source datascience tools have made a new wave of analysis possible. Data science employs statistics and computation to process and analyse qualitative and quantitative data at large scale. According to the United Nation's Global Pulse (2016) , "the use of data analytics to inform and implement smart, agile and adaptive projects and programmes has passed beyond the inflection point and is now accelerating within development and humanitarian practice" 1 .
Integration of "big data" into monitoring and evaluation of development programmes, particularly among civil-society organisations, is still lagging behind.
Most of the applications of big data in international development do not currently focus directly on monitoring, and even less on evaluation 2 .
This article presents an example of an application based on web scrapping for monitoring salaries among civil-society organisations. The main question pursued here was: How much are charity, fundraising, NGO and non-profits currently paying their new staff? In this article I explored this and some other related questions using public recruitment data from the CharityJobs website. According to CharityJob, the site is the United Kingdom's busiest one for charity, fundraising, NGO and not for profit jobs. This article is based on public data, is my sole responsibility and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of CharityJobs' staff.
In addition to presenting these powerful open-source tools and data-exploring techniques, I hope that this post can help the public, specially applicants and workers in development aid organisations to get an update on salaries and trends in the sector.
The jobs analysed here are mostly UK-based ones and published by UK-based organisations. Therefore, the results are not meant to represent the entire sector worldwide. I still hope though that this post can provide some positive contribuition to
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the evolution of development aid work in both the southern and the northern hemispheres.
For readers who are only interested in the end analysis, please jump to the results section. However, I encourage you to explore how these tools work. I believe that they can help speeding up and improving quality of the so-much-needed charity, # Credits to Gergely Daróczi and Roman Tsegelskyi (2015) suppressPackageStartupMessages ( 
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The next step was to parse or clean up the text string of each of the about 140
webpages. I decided to build a custom function for that, which I could use to loop through the content of each element of the charityjobs list. The function should also save the parsed data into a data frame. This data frame should include information on recruiters, position titles, salary ranges and deadline data. The code chuck below presents this function, which I called salarydata. (.)K(+)", "\\100 \\2", .) %>% gsub("(*)k(+) |(*)K(+)", "\\1000 \\2", .) %>% # Substituting remaining ks gsub("k", "000 ", .) %>% # Adding thousands for figures withou "k" gsub("^(£..)\\-", "\\1000; ", .) %>% # Removing pounds signs gsub("-£", "; ", .) %>% gsub("-£", "; ", .) %>% gsub("£", "", .) %>% # Removing dashes gsub("-", ";", .) %>% gsub("-", ";", .)
## Excluding per-hour and per-day jobs sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("hours", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("hour", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("p/h", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("week", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("ph", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("day", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("daily", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("plus", sal$salary_range)) sal <-sal %>% filter(!grepl("\\+", sal$salary_range)) salaries <-rbind(salaries, sal) } return(salaries) }
CREATING FULL DATAFRAME AND OTHER ADJUSTMENTS
The last step before exploring the data was to run the function salarydata to create the full dataframe. After that, I parsed lower and upper salaries into separated columns, deleted data which may have been incorrectly parsed or data concerning daily-rate and hourly-rate jobs / consulting assignments. Only yearly salaries between GBP 4,000 and GBP 150,000 have been considered. All salary data is in British Pounds (GBP) and refer to annual salaries, which sometimes do not include benefits Cleaning the salary-range variable was a tricky step as the website allows users to type in both salary amounts and additional text (e.g. 30,000, 30K, or 25-30k).
Therefore, I had to iterate some times until the output was good enough. I am quite sure that the code chunk below can be written in a more elegant / concise way.
# Creating a full and clean dataframe salaries <-salarydata(charityjobs)
# Parsing salary-range variable salaries$salary_range <-gsub(", ", ",", salaries$salary_range) %>% gsub(" ; ", ";", .) %>% gsub("; # Adjusting data and computing lower and upper salaries using ";" as separator salaries <-suppressWarnings(salaries %>% mutate(upper_salary=gsub("^.*;", "", salaries$salary_range)) %>% mutate(lower_salary=gsub(";.*", "", salaries$salary_range)) %>% mutate(upper_salary=as.numeric(upper_salary)) %>% mutate(lower_salary=as.numeric(lower_salary)) %>% filter(upper_salary<150000) %>% filter(upper_salary>4000) %>% filter(lower_salary<150000) %>% filter(lower_salary>4000) %>% mutate(lower_salary=ifelse(lower_salary>=upper_salary, NA, lower_salary)) %>% filter(is.na(upper_salary)!=TRUE) %>% tbl_df() %>% ISSN: 2359-5299 E-mail: repats.editorial@gmail.com 
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RESULTS
The table below presents the summary statistics concerning the lower and upper salaries. The final dataset contains information of 2,429 jobs of various types, based on yearly-salary figures. They exclude consultancy assignments and other jobs based on hour and day rates as well as jobs which did not provide salary information.
The table below presents standard descriptive statistics for lower and upper salaries. For job announcements providing a single value (not a salary range), that single amount has been incorporated to the dataset variable upper_salary while the variable lower_salary was set as NA (not available).
Summary statistics of salaries (in British pounds)
Lower salary 2,429 29,971 28,000 10,480 4,290 90,000
Upper salary 2,429 34,181 32,201 11,725 7,714 120,000
In a more in-depth analysis for some future post, it can be interesting to look into payments for jobs paying by hour and by day as well for more specific job categories. One way for approaching specific job categories can be by defining tags for job titles using standard words from titles (e.g., director, management, assistant) and groupping them by tag type in a new factor variable.
Histogram with distribution of lower salaries (in British Pounds)
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Histogram with distribution of upper salaries (in British Pounds)
THE 10 MOST FREQUENT RECRUITERS
The table below presents the ranking of the 10 most frequent recruiters in the dataset. Column "N" presents the number of total announcements for each recruiter
while column "Freq" shows the percentage of total announcements for each recruiter.
Among these are also recruitment agencies. The tables below show the ranking of the jobs with the 10 lowest and 10 highest upper salaries. 
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I also wanted to quickly explore possible relationships between deadline dates and salary levels just as an example of what these tools can do. It could be, for example, that some periods had lower average-salary offers than others.
Despite the large number of job announcements in the dataset ( 
